
Campaigns

Focus your efforts on the worst performing 
campaigns with the most spend. Use filters 
and sort from highest-to-lowest cost 
to identify these campaigns.

Sort Ad Group by performance metrics to highlight outliers, or by cost as you did with Campaigns. 
Within the worst Ad Groups, do the same sorting by Keyword performance and see if you’ve iden-
tified the problem regions!

Ad Groups & Keywords

Nearly 80% of spend 
will come from 20% of 

campaigns (80/20 rule!) 

Continue to iterate and find where the 
problem Campaigns, Ad Groups, Ads, and 
Keywords are plaguing your program.

Once you have a feel for the problem areas, 
look into your Ads to identify those that are 
dragging down your performance.

After identifing a poorly performing campaign 
or two, it’s time to look a bit deeper.

Okay we’ve got the list, but finding problem areas is the easy part. The more challenging task is 
figuring out why your PPC performance is so poor for these objects!

PPC performance can vary significantly from these little adjustments, so here are a handful 
of changes that may help fix a root cause.

Below are some areas that these two questions might help you discover:

Think through these and other changes you may have made in the last week or month–or where 

you’ve perhaps forgotten to invest time because of newly added priorities.

Changes That Can Cause 
Problems:

� Landing page changes

� Business model or product pivot

� Attracting low quality traffic 
(e.g., new broad match keywords)

� Accidental changes!

Landing Pages

Optimize landing page experience for your customer with some of the following tests and tips:

Changes You Should Have 
Made To Prevent Problems:

� Adjusting for seasonality

� Adjusting for competition

� Out-of-date ads

� Adding negatives from search 
terms report

Business Changes

Changes to business or offerings mean 
changes in ad copy, landing pages, keywords, 
and beyond. Use checklists to confirm you’ve 
addressed all change areas.

Seasonality

Analyze performance trends to find winners 
and losers for time-of-day or day-of-week 
(even months or holiday proximity may help). 
Use ad-schedule bid adjustments, calendar 
reminders, or bid automation tools to address 
or schedule those performance consistencies.

Out-of-date ads

Run reports and look for promotional text that 
may be outdated. Look for URLs and confirm 
they’re all active and intentional!

For other changes see below in full eBook

Competitor Changes

While there’s no perfect solution (besides 
infiltrating your competitors marketing team!), 
you can use Google’s Auction Insights to view 
Impression Share, Overlap Rate, and more. You 
can also use tools like SEMrush to get a feel for 
competitive keywords and messaging.

Uncovering and Solving PPC 
Performance Issues

AN INFOGRAPHIC

Root Cause Analysis 

The performance of your Google Ads 
campaigns can fluctuate based on a 
wide range of factors. 

This infographic covers a Root Cause Analysis for
Search campaigns, but touches on two other types of 
strategic performance audits. More depth on all three 
is available for you in the eBook.

Every advertiser has program inefficiencies to deal with 
– it’s a common occurrence to encounter problems that 
are affecting performance!

Identify these issues

Figure out ways to fix them

It’s the responsibility of PPC managers to:

STEP 1 Pinpoint Poor Performance 

STEP 2 Learn the Causes Behind Poor Performance 

STEP 3 Address Root Cause Issues 

Are there any changes you’ve made recently 
that might lead to poor performance?

Have you failed to make any changes 
recently that can impact performance? 
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Two questions to ask:

What can you do to address these issues?

Improve page speed Check ad/page relevancy

Write captivating headline Optimize call-to-action

Use quality, relevant images Keep message short & targeted

Optimize form fills Include social proof

These two areas will help you dig much deeper into your paid search programs to understand 
where inconsistencies in performance is coming from. They will also give you a direction to 
review what you should be focused on with your PPC program.

You might discover that performance is 
actually dropping for a large number of 
campaigns, ad groups, keywords, or product 
groups. 

There may be a larger issue where specific 
dimensions (device, location, audience, etc…) 
are gradually performing worse over time. A 
dimensional analysis may help you 
understand the problem.

Dimensions1

Optimization Strategy2

What’s Next?

There are two other fundamental areas to 
explore for a thorough audit of your PPC 
performance: 

When trying to improve PPC performance, 
it’s possible there’s no underlying issue or 
dimension that’s responsible for issues. 

Perhaps you simply aren’t meeting your 
business goals, despite nothing being 
inherently wrong with your campaigns or 
targeting strategy. Well, you might not be 
optimizing to the correct metric altogether 
and should assess that strategy.

Assessing Your Optimization Strategy 

� Should you optimize towards deeper metrics? 
(Lower funnel metrics, Hybrid metrics, LTV 
metrics)

� Do your overall business goals dictate your 

strategy?

� Do you have enough data to make those bid 

decisions?

Dimensional Analysis

� What are possible dimensions, and how do 
they relate to your performance?

� In what ways can you track problem 
dimensions? 

� How can you solve the problem posed by 
dimensional issues?
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Dig deeper into these three PPC performance auditing areas by reading our eBook:

Let it be your field handbook to reference when you’re face-to-face with your campaigns

The Advanced PPC Auditing Guide: Determining Root Causes, 
Bleeding Dimensions, and Optimization Strategy

DOWNLOAD EBOOK »
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